
Amazing Outdoor Elegance

gazebos
800-478-0905



An Amish-crafted gazebo from American Landscape Structures    
  adds a unique accent to any outdoor setting. Whether it’s a 

backyard, public park, or an apartment complex, a gazebo will 
add both beauty and function to your outdoor living area. Gazebos 
are gathering places for an intimate chat, a family dinner, or public 
concerts. They’re a great place to sit and enjoy the fresh air, create 
a romantic hideaway, relax and fellowship or to get away and enjoy 
a cup of coffee with a book or your morning paper. 

Gazebos are placed overlooking scenic vistas, nestled in a cozy 
wooded area, or next to a swimming pool with 360 degree views. 
More than a means to protect you from the elements, a gazebo 
makes a very unique statement. What sets a gazebo apart most 
from other outdoor living structures is the way the railings and 
braces are configured. 

All across the country, property owners are turning their outdoor 
spaces into luxurious, tranquil retreats. They come in an infinite 
combination of shapes, sizes and options (which is why you don’t 
see prices in our catalog). Your gazebo will be made to order to 
your specifications with the help of your design consultant. We 
have illustrated assembly instructions if you purchase your gazebo 
as a kit or if you’re within range of the factory, we can arrange to 
have an expert crew assemble it for you onsite.

INTRO
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VINYL GAZEBO CONSTRUCTION
American Landscape Structures uses hi-grade vinyl 
that is guaranteed for as long as you own your home 
not to crack, yellow or peel. We automatically stain the 
tongue and groove ceiling your choice of six colors.  
A floor is included unless you ask for no floor. We neatly 
and precisely miter the trim for superior appearance 
and durability.

• 14’ Vinyl Octagon

• Double Roof Style

• Dual Brown Shingles

• Higher Pitched Roof

• Decorative Braces

• Decorative Railings

• Custom Cupola

INTRO
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ABOUT US
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N OUTDOOR FUN LASTS LONGER WITH A LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE  As a kid, I remember 

how much we loved to be outside. Growing up in Virginia, as soon as it warmed up, we ditched 
our sneakers for bare feet. We didn’t have much and were happy to have a simple charcoal grill for 
hamburgers and hotdogs. I also have wonderful memories visiting my grandparents’ cottage on 
the water in Fair Haven, New York where we spent all day together outside. Today my family spends 
time outdoors enjoying our beautiful vinyl pergola and canopy, grilling out and relaxing poolside.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS   A few years ago I was very excited to find out that gazebo, pavilion and 
pergola kits were available. I ordered one for myself and am incredibly happy with that decision 
every time we get to enjoy our backyard, rain or shine. I was inspired to share these gazebo, 
pavilion and pergola kits so that everyone could know the same happiness. They have become so 
popular that each Spring we have a tough time squeezing everyone’s projects in for Memorial Day 
and July 4th.

AMAZING ENJOYMENT   We opted for a pergola with a retractable canopy for our patio. When 
we’re out there grilling or just hanging out, if feels like we’re cheating mother nature. I can just grill 
away with my sweetie pie right there next to me. We can enjoy our food even though it’s pouring 
rain. On hot South Carolina summer days, it takes the edge off.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT   At American Landscape Structures, we are customer service fanatics. 
Our responsiveness is 100% consistent from beginning to end. Whether you’re calling to initially 
discuss your project or need help with a warranty repair, call or email us and you’ll get a rapid 
response without annoying telephone prompts. 

QUALITY AND CHOICE   American Landscape Structures has a wide selection of designs and 
structure types for a large variety of styles and budgets. What’s more is that our people have 
the subject matter expertise you would expect when making an investment of this size. All of the 
choices can get quite overwhelming. Allow us to guide you and we’ll help make the process more 
manageable and enjoyable. 

Thank you for considering us. We look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

Jim Adams



WHY A GAZEBO
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Gazebos have more available options than pavilions and pergolas.   
As you flip through the pages, you’ll see what we mean. American 

Landscape Structures offers more options than any other major 
gazebo provider. Our options will allow you to design a gazebo that is 
elegant and ornate, or modest and traditional. The list of possibilities 
will, no doubt, add an impressive visual feature to your outdoor space.  

There are two major reasons why people pick gazebos over other 
landscape structures. The first is style. Gazebos are usually identified 
as having 8-sides – but 4-sided gazebos are getting more popular. 
What is truly distinctive about a gazebo is the railings and braces. 
There is more confusion now since big box stores started offering the 
cloth and metal top structures they call “gazebos.” If you’re looking 
for a rectangle roof without railings, we call that a pavilion. 

The second biggest distinction is the optional screen system. While 
we have mosquito curtains available now for pavilions, it’s just not the 
same as having framed screen panels and a real screen door. Having 
a screened gazebo provides a private, shaded area for outdoor dining, 
soaking in your hot tub or the simple pleasure of reading a book 
outdoors without having to worry about rain or bugs.



• 18’ Vinyl Octagon

• Single Roof Style

• Dual Gray Shingles

• Screen Package

• No Upper Railing

• Double Door

• 10’ Vinyl Octagon

• Belle Roof Style

• Forest Green Shingles

VINYL
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• 12’ x 16’ Vinyl Oval

• Double Roof Style

• Dual Brown Shingles

• Decorative Braces

• Decorative Railings

• Turned Posts

ELECTRIC KIT
The wiring, a dual outlet receptacle and a 3-way 
switch (so you can operate a fan and a light with 
separate switches) is mounted to a piece of trim 
with the wire running inside. The wire gets hidden 
on top of one of the rafters and runs to the peak.  
A fan/light is not included.

VINYL
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Let American Landscape Structures make your garden gazebo 
project a breeze. Our sales and operations team has the focus, 
experience and know-how to help you navigate through the 
trickiest parts of the construction process from start to finish.

• 12’ x 16’ Vinyl Rectangle
• Double Roof Style
• Green Shingles
• EZ Breeze Windows
• Turned Railings and Decorative Braces

• 12’ x 16’ Vinyl Oval
• Single Roof Style
• Charcoal Gray Shingles

VINYL
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• 12’ x 14’ Vinyl Rectangle 
• Single Roof Style
• Special Order Shingles
• No Rails
• Optional Vinyl Ceiling

• 10’ x 10’ Vinyl Square
• Single Roof Style
• Dual Black Shingles 

HOT TUB GAZEBOS

HOT TUB GAZEBOS 9



CUSTOM
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  Unique to American Landscape Structures, 
is our Vinyl Cabana. It includes pergola rafters 
and a counter top. This cabana can also be 
provided with a patio suitable for placement of 
hi-top bar chairs.

  This customer had one of our pavilions and 
wanted a customized 5’ x 9’ vinyl rectangle grill 
cover with 5” posts and superior post skirts to 
match. No more holding an umbrella over your 
grill when afternoon showers roll in. There’s 
nothing quite like cheating nature, by enjoying the 
outdoors and staying dry with both hands free. 

Standard Vinyl Gazebo Features:

• Limited lifetime warranty wood and vinyl

• 30 year architectural asphalt shingles

• Pressure treated and stained tongue  
and groove ceiling

• 4” posts up to 14’ and 5” posts on 16’  
and above octagons

• Cupola included as standard

• Captiva composite floor included as standard

• No floor is an option



VINYL
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 This family located near 
Buffalo, New York shared with 
us how much they enjoyed 
being inside their 12’ x 18’ vinyl 
rectangle gazebo while wasps 
were buzzing around outside 
during their supper.

  Saint Isadore Presbyterian 
Church in Quakertown, PA has 
a lot of outdoor events and 
wanted a place to get away 
from the bugs. This 12’ x 18’ 
vinyl rectangle gazebo was built 
and assembled in our factory 
and delivered on the back of 
special trailer made to deliver 
sheds and gazebos.

VINYL GAZEBOS



  EZ Breeze vertical 4-track 
windows provide for 3-season 
enjoyment of your gazebo. The 
transparent window material is 
made of a durable lightweight 
flexible film. The floor to ceiling 
windows can be closed, or open 
¾’s of the way. Contact one of 
our design consultants to learn 
more details about this option.

• 10’ x 16’ Vinyl Rectangle

• Single Roof Style

• Dual Black Shingles

• Screen Package

Swimming pools are very popular places for all the types of 
outdoor structures. The adults can get a break from the sun 
while the kids enjoy their swim-a-thon.

VINYL
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  We are very proud to 
have supplied this beautiful 
16’ wood cathedral octagon 
gazebo as a kit to Restoration 
House in Knoxville, TN which 
provides housing for single 
mothers and their children. 
Notable features are the 
higher pitched roof and built-
in benches.

  This adorable Belle roof 
gazebo is the center piece 
of this garden don’t you 
think? Curved and Belle roof 
gazebos come standard with 
elegant arched braces.

WOOD GAZEBOS

WOOD
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• 18’ Wood Octagon 
• Double/Cathedral Pitch Roof Style
• Cedar Shake Shingles
• EZ Breeze Windows
• Redwood Stain
• Decorative Braces
• Decorative Railings

• 16’ Wood Octagon
• Double Roof Style
• Cedar Shake Roof
• Tight Knot Western Red Cedar

WOOD
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THE PRESSURE TREATED WOOD WE USE
Take a closer look on our website to learn more about the pressure treated wood we use. It’s pressure 
treated southern yellow pine, but not like what you might find in your lumber yard. You could literally drive 
hundreds of miles and not find pressure treated lumber this nice.



Standard Wood Gazebo Kit Features:
• Premium #1 Kiln Dried After Treatment Southern 

Yellow Pine (Twists and cracks less than wet pressure treated 
lumber, few knots, takes finish right away.)

• 4” posts up to 14’ Octagon - 5” posts on 16’ and above
• 30 year architectural asphalt shingles
• 5 ¼ pitch roof
• Cupola included as standard
• Floor included as standard

WOOD
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  This 14’ octagon gazebo with cedar shake 
shingles and a cathedral style roof was built at 
Caldwell College in Caldwell, NJ. 

  This stunning double roof, 12’ octagon gazebo 
has a beautiful cedar stain and was built on a 
paver patio.



• 14’ Wood Octagon

• Belle Roof Style

• Harvard Slate Shingles

• Screen Package

• Redwood Stain

• 16’ Wood Octagon

• Double Roof Style

• Cedar Shake Shingles

• Redwood Stain

WOOD
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We have an excellent team of skilled craftsmen using 
modern woodworking machinery. Each gazebo 
is built with precision, then carefully inspected to 
ensure it passes our high standards of quality.

Located in Lancaster, PA the factory has as many 
as ten made-to-order structures in production at any 
one time.

• 18’ Wood Dodecagon

• Double Roof Style

• National Blue Shingles

• White Paint

• Victorian Braces and Railings

• Salisbury Cupola

• Weathervane

WOOD
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If “gazebo” means 8-sided to you, you have your choice 
between an octagon gazebo with 8 equal sides, or what 
we call an “oval” that has 6 equal sides and 2 longer 
sides. As you can see, the opening is typically in the 
middle of one of the long sides but it doesn’t have to be.

• 12’ x 16’ Wood Oval
• Single Roof Style
• Dual Gray Shingles
• Screen Package
• White Paint

• 10’ x 12’ Wood Oval
• Single Roof Style
• Dual Gray Shingles
• Composite Floor

WOOD
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  Most kits are sent common 
carrier. You will be notified of the 
delivery schedule and will be able 
plan for your delivery. Depending 
on the size of your kit, you’ll want 
to have 2 to 4 people available to 
take apart the pallet and unload 
the pieces. Contact our design 
consultant to learn more details 
about kits and delivery.

• 12’ x 14’ Wood Oval
• Single Roof Style
• Dual Brown Shingles
• Screen Package
• Cedar Stain

WOOD
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WOOD
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As you can see, gazebos come in many shapes and sizes. This beautiful rectangle double roof gazebo 
above is 12’ x 24’ and was built on site by our factory crew in Acton, MA. As pictured, with optional 
composite flooring, this gazebo would be in the $20,000 range (including assembly which was about 
$3,000 of that total and including the seasonal discount). Ask your design consultant about availability 
of on site assembly and mileage cost in your area.

• 12’ x 24’ Wood Rectangle Gazebo
• Cedar Color Stain
• Double Roof
• Square Balusters 
• 2” x 4” Horizontal Railing
• Screen Package With Wood Screen Door
• Sealed Cedar Shake Roofing
• Built On Site By Factory Crew

• 9’ Wood Square
• Single Roof Style
• Dual Gray Shingles
• Screen Package
• Redwood Stain
• Biplane Weathervane



WOOD
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  RECTANGLE GAZEBOS are becoming increasingly popular as distinctively styled free-standing 
screen and sun rooms. This particular gazebo was ordered by artist Floyd Gordon of Orangeburg, South 
Carolina. This gazebo features a solid door, EZ Breeze Vertical 4-Track windows, and tongue and groove 
railings. It was constructed on site by a local contractor on a concrete slab.

WOOD GAZEBOS

• 10’ x 16’ Wood Rectangle
• Single, Dual Black Roof
• White Paint
• Tongue and Groove Knee Walls
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CUSTOM GAZEBOS

FOUNDATION PLAN

ROOF FRAMING PLAN

FRONT ELEVATION

SECTION THRU



 This customer in NC told 
us they wanted a pavilion 
similar to the one on the 
bottom of page 24, except 
without railings and with 
bigger posts. We worked 
with the customer and their 
landscape designer to build 
this 25’ custom vinyl octagon 
gazebo with 8’ square posts 
that is a hybrid between a 
pavilion and a gazebo. The 
roof is a double cathedral 
musket gray standing seam  
metal. We started on a  
Monday morning in October  
and completed this project 
by Wednesday. From start 
to finish this took 3 days to 
complete.

23
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American Landscape Structures is notably competitive on large 
gazebos. Having pre-set patterns means we’re not reinventing 
the wheel. If your plans call for a large gazebo for your property, 
community or church, we have 8 and 12 sided large gazebos that 
are easy to assemble. Everything is pre-cut and some components 
such as railings are pre-assembled. All the tricky compound cuts 
are figured out and done. All that’s left to do assemble it.
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LARGE

• Custom 25’ Vinyl Octagon

• Higher Pitched Double Roof

• Dual Gray Shingles

• 6” Posts With Superior  
Post Skirts
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LARGE

• 30’ Wood Dodecagon
• Double, Dual Gray Roof
• No Floor

• 20’ Wood Octagon
• 7 1/2” Over 12” Pitched Roof
• Magenta Red Shingles
• Cedar Stain

LARGE WOOD GAZEBOS

LARGE CUSTOM GAZEBOS...We work with homeowners, municipalities, parks and recreation 
departments, and businesses. Whether you have a contractor, ARE a contractor, or want to manage the 
project yourself, we have the ability and experience to collaborate on the design including the engineering.



CREATE YOUR OWN GAZEBO

STEP 2:
CHOOSE COLOR

FOR
WOOD
GAZEBOS

FOR
VINYL
GAZEBOS

STEP 1:
CHOOSE SIZE AND SHAPE

Octagon Oval Rectangle

ClayWhite
(standard)

Almond
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Cinder Clear Cedar MahoganyCanyon Brown Redwood
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ROOF CHOICES

STEP 3:
CHOOSE ROOFING

Red
Rubber Slate

Earth Green
Rubber Slate

Cedar Shakes

Magenta RedFossil WoodBoreal GreenAutumn Brown Driftwood

Twilight GraySunset CedarShadow BlackSeychelles Blue Silver Gray

Dark Gray
Rubber Slate

You don’t have to make 
all your selections to get 
started. Everyone has to 
start somewhere. Enjoy 
your journey through the 
catalog and when you’re 
ready, get back in touch 
with us. If you haven’t 
talked to us already, we 
are here to help you 
with wherever you are in 
YOUR process.

30 Year Architectural 
Shingles Standard

Ask your design consultant about metal roof types and colors.



FLOORING, BRACES & POSTS
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STEP 5:
CHOOSE BRACE STYLE

STEP 6:
CHOOSE POST STYLE

STEP 4:
CHOOSE FLOORING

Natural Wood
(wood standard)

Victorian

Redwood
Composite

(vinyl standard)

Willow
Composite

(vinyl standard)

No Floor

Half Moon

FOR VINYL GAZEBOS

WOOD & VINYL GAZEBOSWOOD GAZEBOS

FOR WOOD GAZEBOS

FOR WOOD GAZEBOS

Straight
(standard)

Straight
(standard)

Turned Turned

Cedar
Composite

(vinyl standard)

Gray
Composite

(vinyl standard)

Walnut
Composite

(vinyl standard)

FOR VINYL GAZEBOS

Half Moon Victorian



RAILING CHOICES
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STEP 7:
CHOOSE TOP RAILING

FOR VINYL GAZEBOS FOR WOOD GAZEBOS FOR VINYL OR WOOD GAZEBOS

2x3

Standard

2x2

Arch
(Octagon or Ovals only)

STEP 8:
CHOOSE HAND RAILING

FOR VINYL GAZEBOS FOR WOOD GAZEBOS



STANDARD FEATURES
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Additional weather vane styles available.
Check out:

www.gooddirections.com
Choose any standard sized weather vane.

Additional charges may apply  
for special orders.

STEP 9:
CHOOSE ROOF STYLE

Classic

Double Roof

Majestic
(only octagons)

Cathedral

Belle
(octagons & ovals only)



OPTIONAL FEATURES
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Patchen HorseSchoonerRooster Soaring HawkSmithsonian Eagle BiplanePeace Dove

STEP 10:
OPTIONAL CUPOLAS

STEP 12:
OPTIONAL WEATHER VANES

STEP 11:
OPTIONAL FEATURES

Electric Kit Benches Screen Package EZ Breeze Windows

FOR VINYL GAZEBOS FOR WOOD GAZEBOS

Several styles 
available for 

octagons, ovals, 
and rectangles.

Several styles 
available for 

octagons, ovals, 
and rectangles.



www.AmericanLandscapeStructures.com
800-478-0905


